international conference

Eventus in the Semantics and Metaphysics of Peter Abelard

24 - 25 May 2018
Fondation Hardt, Vandœuvres (GE)
Free entrance

HOW TO REACH THE FONDATION HARDT BY BUS:
from bus stop “Rive” in city centre, either take Line 33 (to bus stop “Planta”) or Line A (to bus stop “Cologny-Mairie”).
The Fondation is then a few minutes away (see map above).

ORGANISATION
Laurent Cesalli & Enrico Donato
Enrico.Donato@unige.ch

Workshop supported by the Swiss National Research Fund (SNF) - “Ambizione” Project.
THURSDAY 24 MAY 2018

15h Introduction

15h10 JOHN MARENBON
Much Ado About Nothing. What are Abelard’s dicta?

16h Coffee Break at the Fondation Hardt

16h20 Reply by IRÈNE ROSIER-CATACH

16h50 Q&A

17h15 CATERINA TARLAZZI
Strategies for Non-Things

18h05 Reply by PETER KING

18h35 Q&A

Dinner in town

FRIDAY 25 MAY 2018

9h FEDERICO VIRI
An Abelardian Topology: Dictum & Eventus

9h50 ENRICO DONATO
The Role of Eventus in Abelard’s Theory of Truth

10h40 Coffee Break at the Fondation Hardt

11h10 Reply by IRENE BININI

11h40 Q&A

12h30 Lunch at the Fondation Hardt

14h CHRISTOPHER MARTIN
Generaliter de nullo enuntiabili aliquid scio: Meaning and Propositional Content in the Ars Meliduna

14h50 Reply by LAURENT CESALLI

15h20 Q&A

16h Coffee Break at the Fondation Hardt

16h30 Conclusion

Drinks & Dinner in town